How to Set the Digi-Day® or Digi-Day® Plus+ Electronic Scoreboard

Power Loss Indicator
In the event of a power loss, the display will go dark, yet will hold in memory the Number of Days and Time. When power is restored, there will be an LED indicator, and the display will resume normal operations – though, time shifted back by the amount of time power was off. To reset the time of day and remove power loss indicator, follow procedures in Step 3.

Counter Indicator On Hold
To freeze or pause the number of days, press the remote “Count Hold” button. There will be an LED indicator. To resume function, press remote “Count Hold” button. LED indicator will turn off.

Remote Control
Replacement Part No. SCA842*

All Digital Display functions require the use of the handheld Remote Control.

*The Remote Control is encoded to the Digital Display. Please refer to the last letter code listed on the Digital Display when ordering replacement or additional remote control.

Step 1 Verify Count-Up Function
Your Digi-Day® display has the ability to either count up or count down. Press remote “Count Up” or “Count Down” button once. Verify correct mode. In display segment 1, the horizontal bar is to be at the top for “Count Up” mode, or at the bottom for “Count Down” mode. Press remote ENTER button.

Step 2 Set the Number of Days
Press remote “Count Days” button. Each segment number will flash. Press remote button numbers to enter desired number of days. (Example: 365 days) Press remote ENTER button.

Step 3 Set the Time of Day
Press remote “Actual Time” button. Colon dots appear and each segment number will flash. Display operates on 24-hour clock (i.e., 2:15 pm is 14:15). Press remote button numbers to enter time of day. Press remote ENTER button. NOTE: Midnight is 00:00.

Step 4 Set the Time for Number of Days to Change
Press remote “Count Time” button. Bottom colon dot appears and each segment number will flash (with bottom colon dot). Display operates on 24-hour clock (i.e., 11:45 pm is 23:45). Press remote button numbers to enter time for number of day to change. Press remote ENTER button. NOTE: Midnight is 00:00.
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